Deductive databases result from the integration of relational database and logic programming techniques. However, significant problems remain inherent in this simple synthesis from the language point of view. In this paper, we discuss these problems from four different aspects: complex values, object orientation, higherorderness, and updates. In each case, we examine four typical languages that address the corresponding issues.
INTRODUCTION
Databases and logic programming are two independently developed areas in computer science. Database technology has evolved in order to effectively and efficiently organize, manage and maintain large volumes of increasingly complex data reliably in various memory devices. The underlying structure of databases has been the primary focus of research that has led to the development of various data models. The most well-known and widely used data model is the relational data model [Codd 1970 ]. The power of the relational data model lies in its rigorous mathematical foundations with a simple user-level paradigm and set-oriented, high-level query languages. However, the relational data model has been found inexpressive for many novel database applications. During the past decade, many more expressive data models and systems have been developed, such as the ER model [Chen 1976 ], RM/T [Codd 1979 ], TAXIS [Mylopoulos et al. 1980] , SDM [Hammer and McLeod 1981] , DA-PLEX [Shipman 1981 ], SHMϩ [Brodie 1984] , Gemstone ], Galileo [Albano et al. 1985] , SAM * [Su 1986 ], Iris [Fishman et al. 1987] , IFO [Abiteboul and Hull 1987] , the one for EXODUS [Carey et al. 1988] , Orion [Kim 1990a; 1990b] , O 2 [Deux et al. 1991] , Jasmine [Ishikawa et al. 1993] , Fabonacci [Albano et al. 1995] , ODMG [Cattell 1996 ], and others.
Logic programming is a direct outgrowth of earlier work in automatic theorem proving and artificial intelligence. It is based on mathematical logic, which is the study of the relations between assertions and deductions and is formalized in terms of proof and model theories. Proof theory provides formal specifications for correct reasoning with premises, while model theory prescribes how general assertions may be interpreted with respect to a collection of specific facts. Logic programming is programming by description. It uses logic to represent knowledge and uses deduction to solve problems by deriving logical consequences. The most well-known and widely used logic programming language is Prolog [Colmerauer 1985; Kowalski 1988; Sterling and Shapiro 1986] , which uses the Horn clause subset of first-order logic as a programming language and the resolution principle as a method of inference with well-defined model-theoretic and proof-theoretic semantics [Lloyd 1987 ]. However, Prolog lacks expressiveness in a number of areas. Over the past several years, a number of richer and more expressive logic programming languages have been proposed and implemented, such as LOGIN [Aït-Kaci and Nasr 1986] , LIFE [Aït- Kaci and Nash 1986] , HiLog [Chen et al. 1993] , Prologϩϩ [Moss 1994 ], Gödel [Hill and Lloyd 1994] , Oz [Smolka 1995] , Mercury [Somogyi et al. 1996] , XSB [Rao et al. 1997] , etc.
Important studies on the relations between logic programming and relational databases have been conducted for about two decades, mostly from a theoretical point of view [Gallaire and Minker 1978; Gallaire 1981; Jacobs 1982; Ullman 1982; Maier 1983] . Relational databases and logic programming have been found quite similar in their representation of data at the language level. They have also been found complementary in many aspects. Relational database systems are superior to the standard implementations of Prolog with respect to data independence, secondary storage access, concurrency, recovery, security and integrity [Tsur and Zaniolo 1986] . The control over the execution of query languages is the responsibility of the system, which uses query optimization and compilation techniques to ensure efficient performance over a wide range of storage structures. However, the expressive power and functionality of relational database query languages are limited compared to that of logic programming languages. Relational languages do not have built-in reasoning capabilities. Besides, relational query languages are often powerless to express complete applica-CONTENTS tions, and are thus embedded in traditional programming languages, resulting in impedance mismatch [Maier 1987 ] between programming and relational query languages. Prolog, on the other hand, can be used as a generalpurpose programming language. It can be used to express facts, deductive information, recursion, queries, updates, and integrity constraints in a uniform way [Reiter 1984; Sterling and Shapiro 1986] .
The integration of logic programming and relational database techniques has led to the active research area of deductive databases [Gallaire et al. 1984; Grant and Minker 1992] . This combines the benefits of the two approaches, such as representational and operational uniformity, reasoning capabilities, recursion, declarative querying, efficient secondary storage access, etc. The function symbols of Prolog, which are typically used for building recursive functions and complex data structures, have not been found useful for operating over relational databases made up of flat relations. As a result, a restricted form of Prolog without function symbols called Datalog (with negation), with a welldefined declarative semantics based on the work in logic programming, has been widely accepted as the standard deductive database language [Ullman 1989a; ].
In the past few years, various setoriented evaluation strategies specific for deductive databases have been the main focus of extensive research Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan 1986; Beeri and Ramakrishnan 1991; ; Ioannidis and Ramakrishnan 1988; Jiang 1990; Mumick et al. 1996; Sacca and Zaniolo 1987; Ullman 1989a; Ullman 1989b] and a number of deductive database systems or prototypes based on Datalog have been reported. These include Nail [Morris et al. 1986 ], LOLA [Freitag et al. 1991] , Glue-Nail [Derr et al. 1993] , XSB [Sagonas et al. 1994] , CORAL [Ramakrishnan et al. 1994 ], Aditi [Vaghani et al. 1994 ], LogicBase [Han et al. 1994 ], Declare/SDS [Kiebling et al. 1994] etc. See Ramakrishman and Ullman [1995] for a survey of these deductive database systems. Deductive database systems have been used in a variety of application domains including scientific modeling, financial analysis, decision support, language analysis, parsing, and various applications of transitive closure such as billof-materials and path problems [Ramakrishman 1994] . They are best suited for applications in which a large amount of data must be accessed and complex queries must be supported.
However, significant problems remain inherent in this kind of deductive database from the language point of view. In this paper, we investigate four problematic areas. The first one is that such deductive databases provide inexpressive flat structures and cannot directly support the complex values common in novel database applications. The second is that object orientation offers some of the most promising ways of meeting the demands of the most advanced database applications, but it is not clear how to incorporate object orientation into deductive databases to increase their data modeling capability. The third is that current deductive databases cannot naturally deal with schema and higherorder features in a uniform framework so that a separate, non-logic-based language is normally provided to specify and manipulate the schema information. Finally, it is necessary to be able to update and modify a database, but there is no immediately obvious way of expressing updates within a logical framework. We elaborate these problems and survey four typical languages for each area with consistent examples.
There are other significant issues relevant to deductive database languages. These include semantics of logic programs with negation such as predicate stratification and fixpoint semantics [Apt et al. 1988] , local stratification and perfect model semantics [Przmusinski 1988] , stable model semantics [Gelfond Deductive Database Languages: Problems and Solutions • 29 and Lifschitz 1988; Przymusinski 1990 ], modularly stratified semantics [Ross 1994 ], well-founded semantics [Gelder et al. 1991] and alternating fixpoint semantics [Gelder 1993 ]; non-Horn clause logic programs such as disjunctive deductive databases [Fernández and Minker 1992a; Fernández and Minker 1992b; Barback 1992; Subrahmanian 1993] , hypothetical reasoning [Bonner 1989; Bonner 1990; Chen 1997; Inoue 1994; Sattar and Goebel 1997] ; constraints [Brodsky 1993; Jaffar and Maher 1994; Grumbach and Su 1996] , etc. However, we believe that a separate survey is more appropriate for these issues. Indeed, the languages we survey here deal only with predicate stratification and fixpoint semantics. Throughout this paper, we follow the Prolog convention and use words starting with upper-case letters for variables and "_" for anonymous variables.
COMPLEX-VALUE DEDUCTIVE LANGUAGES
The relational data model, which imposes the first normal form (1NF) restriction, has been found to be inexpressive for many novel database applications, such as engineering design, graphic databases, CAD/CAM, etc., as these applications require proper representation and manipulation of arbitrarily complex values with internal structures. The nested relational and complex-value data models Ozsoyogly and Yuan 1987; Roth et al. 1987; Roth 1988; Colby 1989; Levene and Loizou 1993; Abiteboul and Beeri 1995] developed during the past decade allow tuple components of a relation to be possibly nested tuples, sets or even relations.
Datalog is based on 1NF relations and therefore cannot support nested tuples and sets. In fact, its predecessor Prolog can indirectly support nested tuples by using functors. For example, we may use the following facts in Prolog to store information about cars and their owners: car͑vehicle͑ny_858778, chevy_vega, 1983͒, owner͑name͑arthur, keller͒, getFrom͑dealer͒) ) car͑vehicle, ͑ny_358735, volkswagen, 1990͒ owner͑name͑arthur, keller͒, getFrom͑owner͑name͑kurt, godel͒, getFrom͑owner͑name͑norbert, wiener͒, getFrom͑dealer͒) 
where vehicle, name, owner, getFrom are functors that are not interpreted (or are freely interpreted) because they have no prior meanings. Prolog also indirectly supports sets by using lists. In Prolog, set expressions are represented using the built-in predicate setof:
where P represents a goal or goals, X is a variable occurring in P, and S is a list whose elements are sorted into a standard order with no duplicates and can be treated as a set. It is read as "The set of instances of X such that P is provable is S". In other words, S ϭ ͕XP͖.
The problems with the setof predicate in Prolog are that it is based on lists and that it is not a first-order predicate so its semantics is not well-defined. Besides, the usage of lists as sets is not expressive enough. The simple membership predicate has to specify details about implementation, such as how to iterate over the lists. When a predicate involves more than one set, the program can become quite complicated and nonintuitive, which is contrary to the general philosophy of declarative programming [Kuper 1990 ].
For this reason, Datalog has been extended in the past several years to incorporate tuple and/or set constructors [Kuper 1990; Abiteboul and Grumbach 1991; Liu 1998b] . In the meantime, Prolog has also been extended to incorporate general-purpose set constructs and basic operations on sets [Dovier et al. 1996; Jayaraman 1992; Hill and Lloyd 1994] .
In this section, we examine four different Datalog extensions: LDL, COL, Hilog and Relationlog.
LDL
LDL (Logical Data Language) [Tsur and Zaniolo 1986; Naqvi and Tsur 1989; Chimenti et al. 1990; is the first language to extend Datalog to support complex values with welldefined semantics. It has been implemented at MCC. Like Prolog, LDL can indirectly support tuples by using functors. In addition, it directly supports sets.
Example 2.1 Consider the following nested relation Dept Ϫ Employees: 3 We can represent this relation in LDL by using the following two facts: ͕empl͑bob, ͕db, ai͖͒, empl͑joe, ͕os, pl, db͖͖͒͒ dept Ϫ employees͑ math, ͕empl͑sam, ͕ gt, cm, si͖͒, empl͑tom, ͕ca͖͖͒͒ To support access to elements in a set, LDL allows the use of the member predicate ͑ʦ͒. To support the construction of sets with rules, LDL provides two powerful mechanisms: set enumeration and set grouping. With set enumeration, a set is constructed by listing all of its elements. With set grouping, a set is constructed by defining its elements with a property that they must satisfy. Several examples are given below.
Example 2.2 To derive a relation on sets of book titles from the book base relation such that the total price of any three different books does not exceed $100, we can use the following rule with a set enumeration term ͕X, Y, Z͖ in LDL:
Note that we can specify the cardinality of the sets with set enumeration. This feature is not directly supported in Prolog.
Example 2.3 Consider the relation parentof represented as facts in LDL as follows:
parentof͑bob, pam͒ parentof͑bob, tom͒
The following set-grouping rule in LDL groups all parents of a person into a set and obtains parentsof͑bob, ͕ pam, tom͖͒, where ͗Y͘ is a set-grouping term:
Unlike set enumeration, we cannot specify the cardinality of the sets with set grouping.
In LDL, programs must be predicatestratified (or layered) based on grouping and negation in order to have a semantics. Given a rule of the form A :-L 1 , ..., L n , where n Ն 0, if L i is negated or A has grouping, then this rule must be evaluated after the rules whose heads (1) Find the employee names in the computer science department for employees whose research areas include DB.
(2) Find if AI is a research area for employees.
We can represent them in LDL as follows by starting from the top level and gradually getting to the level we want and introducing intermediate variables S 1 and S 2 :
Example 2.7 The nested relation Dept_Employees in Example 2.1 can be obtained from the following normalized relation Dept_Employee_Area by using the nest operation of extended relational algebra defined in Roth et al. [1988] 
The functor par is used to group every parent Y of a person X into a set denoted by par͑X͒ and grouping can involve more than one rule. Note that the unique set of parents associated with X is named by the data function par͑X͒.
In COL, we can group a set recursively using data functions.
Example 2.8 The task shown in Example 2.5 can be represented in COL as follows:
The set enumeration of LDL shown in Example 2.2 can be performed in COL using a 0-ary functor f as follows:
As a result, COL allows grouping over several rules recursively with data functions. However, it is still cumbersome to access deeply nested data in order to nest/unnest relations.
To represent the two queries in Example 2.6 in COL, we still must intro- ?
The following rules in COL show how to obtain the nested relation Dept Employees in Example 2.1 from the normalized relation Dept_Employee_Area in Example 2.7:
As in LDL, programs in COL must be stratified as well in order to have a well-defined semantics. Stratification is based on predicate and function symbols used in the program. Given a rule of the form A :-L 1 , ..., L n , n Ն 0, if L i is negated or contains a data function, or A contains a data function, then this rule must be evaluated after the rules whose heads have the same predicate or function symbol as L i or A, for each 1 Յ i Յ n. As in LDL, whether or not a program is stratified can be determined statically based on the predicate and function symbols occurring in the program.
For the task shown in Example 2.5, we might like to use the following two rules instead of the rules in Example 2.8 in COL:
ancestors͑X, anc͑X͒͒.
However, they are not stratified and therefore have no semantics in COL.
The stratification of COL has the following limitation:
Example 2.9 [Adapted from Kifer and Wu [1993] ] Consider the following program in COL:
The intended meaning of these rules is that Peter's hobby is bridge and Tom's hobbies include chess and tennis and every hobby of Peter's is also a hobby of Tom's. However, the program is not stratified and therefore has no meaning.
Hilog
Hilog [Chen and Chu 1989; Chen and Kambayashi 1991 ] is a typed extension of Datalog intended to solve some of the problems of LDL. In Hilog, every set or tuple must be associated with a name that can be viewed as an atom or a functor of Prolog. The relation Dept_ Employees in Example 2.1 can be represented in Hilog by using one fact as follows: employees͕employee͑bob, areas͕db, ai͖͒, employee͑joe, areas͕os, pl, db͖͒}), dept͑math, employees͕employee͑sam, areas͕gt, cm, si͖͒, employee͑tom, areas͕ca͖͒})} Note that the names associated with tuples and sets must be unique (unique name assumption). In the above example, we cannot change the name dept employees to employees as the latter is used inside the relation.
Sets in Hilog have a special meaning. For example, areas͕db, ai͖ does not mean that the set consists of db and ai. Instead, it means that db and ai are elements of the set, and is equivalent to areas͕db͖ and areas͕ai͖. With this special meaning, we can directly access deeply nested data either by giving their nested structure or using the unique name associated with them. The two queries in Example 2.6 can then be represented in Hilog directly as follows without introducing any intermediate symbols:
With the unique-name assumption, nested terms in Hilog can be directly used as atoms. Therefore, the second query above can be simply represented as follows:
The nested relation Dept_Employees in Example 2.1 can be obtained from the normalized relation Dept_Employee_ Area in Example 2.7 by using just the rule:
This set mechanism naturally supports grouping that involves several rules. The parentsof relation can be expressed in Hilog as follows: However, the special treatment of sets in Hilog has its limitations since it does not allow us to specify explicitly what a set exactly contains. Therefore, the set enumeration of LDL is not supported. Another problem with Hilog is that the unique-name assumption is not practical for large databases.
The Hilog language is not higher-order in the sense that we cannot use variables for the names associated with the sets and tuples. In Section 4.1, we discuss a true higher-order language that has a similar name: HiLog.
Relationlog
Relationlog (Relation LOGic) [Liu 1995; 1998b] is another typed extension of Datalog with powerful set and tuple constructors. It has been implemented at the University of Regina Shan and Liu 1998 ]. Relationlog combines the best features of LDL, COL and Hilog. It directly supports complex values as COL. The nested relation Dept_Employees in Example 2.1 can be represented in Relationlog in the same way as in COL.
Relationlog allows negation, supports Hilog's special set treatment with partial set terms, and eliminates the unique-name assumption. A partial set term has the form ͗X, Y, Z͘ and corresponds to a Hilog set term p͕X, Y, Z͖ for some name p. It also supports set enumeration in LDL with complete set terms. A complete set term is of the form ͕X, Y, Z͖ and corresponds to an LDL set-enumeration term of the same form.
Unlike set-grouping terms in LDL, partial set terms in Relationlog can ap-
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• 35 pear not only in the head but also in the body of a rule. When a partial set term appears in the body, it denotes part of a set, as in Hilog. When appearing in the head, it is used to group a set as in LDL. Several rules can be used to group the same set. Consider Example 2.4 again. The parentsof relation can be directly defined in Relationlog as follows:
Here two rules are used to group the same set.
As in LDL and COL, programs must be stratified in order to have a semantics. Stratification is based on predicate symbols used in the program. Given a rule of the form A :-L 1 , ..., L n where n Ն 0, if L i is negated or contains a complete set term, then this rule must be evaluated after the rules whose head has the same predicate symbol as L i , for each 1 Յ i Յ n. As in LDL and also COL, whether or not a program is stratified can be determined statically based on the predicate symbols occurring in the program.
As the use of partial set terms in the head does not require stratification, the ancestorsof relation in Example 2.5 can be defined recursively in Relationlog as follows:
As in Hilog, deeply nested data can be directly accessed in Relationlog with partial set terms. The two queries in Example 2.6 can be represented in Relationlog directly as follows, without introducing any intermediate symbols:
We can obtain the nested relation Dept_Employees in Example 2.1 from the normalized relation Dept_Employee_ Area in Example 2.7 by using only one rule, as in Hilog:
The unstratified COL program in Example 2.9 can be expressed clearly as a stratified program in Relationlog as follows:
The first fact says that Peter has exactly one hobby, which is bridge. The second fact says that Tom's hobbies include chess and tennis. The rule states that every hobby of Peter's is also a hobby of Tom's.
Relationlog has the following limitations. First, while it supports incomplete sets by using partial set terms, it does not support incomplete tuples (i.e., tuples with null values), which are common in database applications. For example, the tuple fatherof͑tom, Ќ͒, representing that Tom's father is unknown, cannot be represented in Relationlog. Therefore, it is not clear what the meanings of recursive rules are when both incomplete sets and tuples appear. Next, since the complete set terms in Relationlog cannot contain partial set terms, it is not possible to have a set of which we know the cardinality but for which we do not have complete knowledge of some of the elements, such as ͕͗a, b͘, ͕b, c͖͖. Besides, there is no easy way to query sets of a particular cardinality in Relationlog, such as sets of cardinality Ն 2 or Յ 2. Finally, being a complex-value language, Relationlog is lacking in its datamodeling power, as we discuss in the next section.
OBJECT-ORIENTED DEDUCTIVE LANGUAGES
Object-oriented concepts have evolved in three different disciplines: first in programming languages, then in artificial intelligence, and then in databases (since the end of the 60's). Indeed, object orientation offers some of the most promising ways to meet the demands of many advanced database applications.
In this section, we first introduce the fundamental principles of the object-oriented data models and then examine their applications in deductive database languages.
Object Identity In a value-oriented database, keys, which are values, are used to represent objects in the real world. A fundamental problem with such a representation of objects is that keys are subject to updates. Updating a key causes a break in the continuity in the representation of the object. Furthermore, care must be taken to update all tuples and sets that refer to this object to reflect the change. Object-oriented databases permit the explicit representation of real-world objects through the use of object identifiers, which are different from values in the database. A unique object identifier within the entire database is assigned to each object that can be represented in the database and this association between object identifier and object remain fixed. Unlike values, an object identifier can be created or destroyed but cannot be updated. Two objects are different if they have different object identifiers even if they have the same attribute values. Whether or not the user can access object identifiers varies from system to system.
Complex Values Each object is associated with a value, which may be complex. The value associated with the object can contain object identifiers so that two objects can share an object by referencing the same object identifier. Updates to the values of the shared object do not affect the objects that refer to it. The value part of an object is also called its state [Beeri 1989; Kim 1990a] .
Objects Since an object in the real world is associated with an object identifier and a value in an object-oriented database, a natural question is what an object is in a database. There are two kinds of views in object-oriented databases. One view is that everything is an object; that is, classes, object identifiers, atomic values, tuples, and sets are all objects. Objects are related to each other through attributes. The attribute values of an object can change but not the object itself. With this view, attributes of objects can be expressed in terms of functions and all attribute values together form a tuple. This view is used in Iris [Fishman et al. 1987] and Jasmine [Ishikawa 1993 ]. This view naturally incorporates functional and multivalued dependencies. The other view is that the pair of object identifier and its associated value together is an object. This view is used in the objectoriented data models O 2 [Lecluse and Richard 1989] , Orion [Kim 1990a; 1990b] and ODMG-93 [Cattell 1996 ]. The first view results in a simpler semantics, which is very important for a logic-based language, while the second view allows object identifiers to identify not only tuples but also atomic values and sets.
Methods Objects in an object-oriented database are manipulated with methods. A method has a name, a signature, and an implementation. The name and signature provide an external interface to the method. The implementation is typically written in an extended programming language.
Classes A class is a set of objects that have exactly the same internal structure and therefore the same attributes and the same methods. The class to which an object belongs is called the immediate, proper or primary class of the object. A class directly captures the instance-of relationship between an object and the class to which it belongs. In addition, it provides the basis on which
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• 37 a query may be formulated. It also defines the attributes and methods of its instances. It is sometimes useful to allow an object to belong to more than one class. However, in most systems, an object must belong to only one class for performance reasons. In this case, an object is said to have a unique primary class. As we show shortly, inheritance makes it possible for an object to belong logically to more than one class. Class Hierarchies and Inheritance Classes are organized into class hierarchies, which capture the generalization relationship between a class and its subclasses. Subclasses inherit the attributes and methods of their superclasses. An instance of a subclass logically belongs to its superclasses. Inheritance enables us to reduce the redundancy of the specification while maintaining its completeness. Inheritance normally takes place between classes, whereas instances are completely "sterile" in the object-oriented data models. A subclass can modify the attributes/methods inherited. This modification is called overriding. In addition, some attributes/methods defined in a superclass may not be applicable to its subclass. In this case, a subclass must block (or cancel) their inheritance. Inheritance can be single or multiple. In the case of single inheritance, the subclass hierarchy forms a tree; in the case of multiple inheritance, the subclass hierarchy forms a DAG. Multiple inheritance is more elegant than single inheritance, but conflicts may arise when an attribute/method name is defined in two or more superclasses. Several approaches are used to resolve an ambiguity. One is user-specified priority, which relies on the user to define a priority among the super classes whose attributes/methods are inherited. Another one is explicit renaming, which requires that all attributes/methods inherited must have distinct names. Overriding can also be used to resolve ambiguities. Unfortunately, there is still no consensus for the underlying semantics of multiple inheritance.
Encapsulation Encapsulation derives from the notion of abstract data types in programming languages. In an object-oriented database, objects encapsulate data and methods to be applied on these data. Encapsulation requires that information about a given object can be manipulated only by means of the methods defined for the object. The user or application program cannot directly examine or modify the value or the methods associated with the object. Therefore, encapsulation provides an abstract interface to the object and achieves some kind of logical data independence. It is a very useful notion for data modeling.
O-Logic
The object-oriented approach was first applied to a deductive framework in Ologic (Object Logic) [Maier 1986 ], which was in turn based on the logic programming language LOGIN [Aït-Kachi and Nasr 1986]. It treats object identifiers and atomic values as objects that can be related to each other through attributes. Classes can be used but are not objects. In O-logic, tuples and sets are not allowed. The objects can have arbitrary attributes but no structural or behavioral information can be defined or declared on their classes and therefore no inheritance is supported.
As rules can be used, a fundamental problem is how to generate objects with rules. This issue is not properly addressed in O-logic.
Example 3.2 Consider the following rule in O-logic:
where P, E, M, D, and N are variables, and interesting Ϫ pair, employee, and dept are classes. The intended meaning of this rule is that if the employee's department's manager's name coincides with the employee's name, then the pair of employee and manager is interesting and an object identifier should be created for this pair by using the variable P that occurs only in the head.
The problem with the rule in Example 3.2 is that it is not clear how the variable P should be quantified [Kifer and Wu 1993] . Universal quantification over P obviously does not make sense. It is suggested in Maier [1986] that P should be existentially quantified as ͑@E͒ ͑@M͒͑@N͒͑?P͒. However, the argument for such a quantification is not well substantiated. It is pointed out in Kifer and Wu [1993] that the correct quantification should be ͑@E͒͑@M͒ ͑?P͒͑@N͒. Both happen to work here because E and M functionally determine N. If the label name is set-valued, the two quantifications will yield different results. There is no obvious way of choosing between these two quantifications using only the syntactic structure of the rule. The problem is that the variable P does not appear in the rule body so that the rule is not domainindependent .
F-Logic
An extended O-logic based on O-logic was first proposed in Kifer and Wu [1993] , followed by a more general Flogic (Frame Logic) in Kifer and Lausen [1989] and Kifer et al. [1995] as a solution to the problems of O-logic. F-logic has been partially implemented at Universität Freiburg in Germany [Frohn et al. 1997] . It treats atomic values, object identifiers, functor objects, even attribute and classes as objects. It allows the declaration of attributes on classes and supports attribute inheritance. where f is a functor and the rule infers functor objects such as f͑bob, sam͒ as instances of the class interesting pair.
This object-creation mechanism is also used in the object-oriented deductive languages C-logic [Chen and Warren 1989] and LIVING IN A LATTICE [Heuer and Sander 1993] .
Unlike O-logic, which only supports simple attributes, F-logic supports parameterized attributes. For example, we can have the following program in Flogic:
F-logic has several drawbacks. First, there is no distinction between classes and objects, since the domains for classes and objects are the same. They can be distinguished only from their occurrences in the program. The attribute declaration information cannot really be strictly separated from attribute value information in F-logic. As a result, there is no clear separation between the notions of schema and instance, which is essential for database systems.
F-logic is a pure object-oriented deductive language. It does not directly support relationships as do in valueoriented deductive languages discussed in the previous section. It only supports monotonic multiple attribute inheritance, and does not support attribute overriding and blocking.
In F-logic, sets are not treated as objects and cannot have attributes. Functor objects cannot contain sets. As a result, the object-creation mechanism in F-logic is limited, since we cannot create objects directly based on some sets. Furthermore, the arguments associated with attributes cannot be sets either.
The treatment of sets in F-logic is the same as in Hilog. For a statement bob͓age 3 30͔, 30 is the value of the attribute age of bob. If a set is involved, the semantics is different. For a statement bob͓children3 3͕jim, pat͖͔, the set ͕jim, pat͖ does not mean that it is the value of the children of bob. Instead, it means it is part (subset) of the set value and therefore it is possible to have another statement such as bob͓children3 3͕sam͖͔. The (complete) value of children of bob is the union of all such partial values that can be inferred from the program. This special treatment allows the complete value of a set-valued attribute to be inferred in a number of steps using several rules. The following is an example:
As in Hilog, this unique treatment of sets makes it impossible to specify the complete value of a set-valued attribute. For example, if we know that tom and pam are the two parents of joe, we can only use the statement: joe͓parents3 3͕tom, pam͖͔ which will not prevent additional persons from being inferred as joe's parent.
Next, F-logic is an untyped language with a complicated syntax and semantics full of various symbols. However, important features such as typing and unique primary class (the lowest class in the class hierarchy where the object is an instance of) for objects are not built into the semantics, but are dealt with using axioms. In terms of programming, this means that the user should take care of them by properly including corresponding axioms into the programs if he wants his program to be typed or objects to have unique primary class. As well, the notion of typing expressed in axioms can only be applied to attribute values rather than functor objects.
Finally, F-logic does not support behavioral object-oriented features such as methods and encapsulation.
ROL
ROL (Rule-based Object Language) [Liu 1996; 1998a ] is a recently proposed object-oriented deductive language implemented at the University of Regina ]. It is based on F-logic and solves some of the problems of F-logic discussed above.
Unlike F-logic, ROL is a typed language. Objects and classes are strictly distinguished and function at two different levels: schema and instance. At the schema level, we declare classes, attributes on classes, and subclasses. The attribute declarations of a class constrain the instances of the class. At the instance level, we use facts and rules to provide extensional and intensional information about objects. In addition, ROL allows both partial and complete information about set-valued attribute to be specified by supporting limited forms of partial and complete set terms of Relationlog.
The Here, a typed functor object interesting_pair ͑E, M͒ that has no separate identifier is used for each interestingpair object, whereas in F-logic, an untyped functor object of the class interesting_pair is used as an identifier for the associated interesting pair.
ROL supports non-monotonic multiple attribute inheritance, as discussed in Borgida [1988] , whereas F-logic supports only monotonic multiple attribute inheritance. Subclasses in ROL can inherit attribute declarations of their superclasses and can also override such inheritance.
Example 3.4
In an international courier service address database, we may have three classes address, us_address (for U.S.A.), cn_address (for Canada), so that us_address and cn_address are subclasses of address. We may define the attribute postcode of address on integer which also applies to instances of us_address. However, the postcode for cn_address must be defined on string. Therefore, cn_address should override the inherited attribute declaration of postcode from address. This can be achieved in ROL with the following class definitions, but is not supported in F-logic:
address͓..., postcode f integer͔ us Ϫ address isa address cn Ϫ address isa address ͓postcode f string͔
In ROL, a subclass can also block the inheritance from its superclasses to itself and to its subclasses by using the built-in class none.
Example 3.5 Consider the classes person, french, orphan, and french_or-phan where french, and orphan can be defined as subclasses of person and french_orphan as a subclass of both french and orphan. If we declare attributes father, mother, and age for person, then it is meaningful for french to inherit or override all attribute declarations from person, but not meaningful for orphan and french_orphan to inherit father and mother attributes. That is, orphan and french_orphan should block the inheritance of attribute father and mother from person. This intended semantics is naturally supported in ROL using the following class definitions: 
Another novel feature of ROL is that sets are treated as first-class citizens as values, object identifiers, and functor objects, so that sets can also have attribute. For example, we can have the following class definition and fact in ROL:
ROL has the following limitations. First, like F-logic, an object identifier in ROL can directly identify only a tuple but not a set or an atomic value. ROL's treatment of classes is not general enough as there are only two layers, objects and classes, and classes cannot be treated as objects (or meta objects). In ConceptBase [Jarke et al. 1995] , there can be infinite layers of objects: ordinary objects, classes, metaclasses, etc. Besides, parameterized attributes of F-logic are not supported in ROL. Another problem with ROL is that different classes not related by the subclass relationship cannot have attributes of the same name.
Although ROL is a deductive language that supports both object-oriented and value-oriented approaches, its support for the value-oriented approach is limited as it does not support grouping in functor objects. Its partial and complete set mechanisms are not as general as those in Relationlog.
Finally, behavioral object-oriented features such as methods and encapsulation are not supported in ROL. IQL directly supports relations in addition to classes. In pure object-oriented data models such as O 2 and ODMG-93, many-to-many relationships between objects are difficult to deal with. But they can be represented in IQL by using relations. Indeed, using object identifiers for every object is burdensome and problematic in object-oriented deductive languages, and a pure value-oriented approach has been argued to be better in this regard [Ullman 1991 ]. With direct support for relations, IQL combines the benefits of the relational and objectoriented approaches.
IQL

IQL (Identity Query
In F-logic and ROL, object identifiers are simply constants that can be introduced explicitly in facts and rules by the user. In IQL, object identifiers are system-created, as in object-oriented programming languages. They can be created only by using rules that have variables occurring in the head, but not in the body as in O-logic. This may be viewed as a syntactic variation of the new construct in object-oriented programming languages. Unlike O-logic, there is a well-defined semantics for this object-creation mechanism.
The intended interesting_pair rule in Example 3.2 can be represented in IQL as follows:
The first rule generates all pairs in the relation pair. The second creates an object identifier for each pair with the relation interesting_pair using the variable O that appears in the head but not in the body. The last rule assigns the pair to the object identified by the corresponding object identifier.
Object identity in IQL can be used not only for object sharing and update management, but also for set grouping as data function of COL.
Example 3.6
The following rules show how to derive the relation ancestorsof from the relation parentsof using object identifiers as grouping in IQL.
temp͑X, O͒ :-parentsof͑X, Y͒ Ô ͑Y͒ :-temp͑X, O͒, parentsof͑X, Y͒ Ô ͑Y͒ :-temp͑X, O͒, Ô ͑Z͒, parentsof͑Z, Y͒ ancestorsof͑X, Ô ͒ :-temp͑X, O͒
The first rule is used to create an object identifier for the set of ancestors for each person. The next two rules use the object identifiers to group all ancestors for each person. The last rule generates the relation ancestorsof by dereferencing object identifiers that identify sets.
Note that the rules in the above example must be stratified; that is, the last rule should be evaluated after the first three rules. Unlike Datalog (with negation), LDL, COL and Relationlog, in which stratification is automatically determined based on predicate or function symbols, in IQL we may not have such symbols to use, as shown in the second and third rule in Example 3.6. Therefore, the user of IQL must take care of stratification by using program composition. The rules in Example 3.6 should be organized into two programs with the first three rules in the first one and the last in the second.
IQL's object identifier-creation mechanism is also used in object-oriented deductive languages LOGRES [Cacaceet al. 1990 ] and LLO [Lou and Ozsoyoglu 1991] .
Like ROL, IQL is a typed language. There is a clear separation of the notions of instances and schema. Objects and classes are strictly distinguished and function at two different levels: instance and schema. At the schema level, we declare classes and their associated types. The kinds of object identifiers that can be created with rules are completely determined by the types associated with the classes for these objects.
IQL has the following problems: First, the object identifier-creation mechanism may lead to infinite loops and does not support a logic-oriented semantics, as discussed in Beeri [1990] . Indeed, two kinds of semantics are used to define IQL, one for the underlying data model and one for the IQL language, which makes the language quite complicated and nonintuitive.
Second, IQL is so dependent on relations that no objects can exist if there are no relations. Therefore, it is not a pure object-oriented deductive database language.
Another problem is that values such as integers, strings, tuples, sets, etc., cannot be treated as objects that have properties in IQL. They can appear only in the value part of an object. For a mathematical database, we may store integers and their associated attributes such as odd, even, prime, etc. For example, ͑2, ͓even : true, prime : true͔͒. In this case, an integer is identified by itself rather than by a separate identifier. The cases for tuples and sets are the same.
In addition, separating relations from classes suffers the same problems associated with the entity-relationship model. For example, relationships can only include classes, while classes cannot include relationships and relationships cannot include relationships.
Finally, the schema supported by IQL is quite limited. It does not support important object-oriented features such as attribute inheritance or behavioral object-oriented features such as methods and encapsulation. Indeed, how to incorporate methods and encapsulation in an object-oriented deductive framework remains an open problem.
SCHEMA AND HIGHER-ORDER FEATURES
A database usually has a schema that provides the description of the database structure, constrains data in the database and query results, and guarantees part of the consistency of the database. In relational database systems, schematic information is also stored in relations and the same relational languages can be used to query not only data but also the schema. However, the notion of schema is not properly supported in deductive database languages, because they are based on the logic programming language Prolog, which is inherently not typed. Indeed, the semantics of schema is not well defined in most deductive frameworks.
In Datalog, predicates correspond to relation names. In order to reason about schematic information, we need to use predicate variables that belong to higher-order logic. However, higher-order logics have been met with skepticism, since the unification problem is undecidable. A non-logic-based language has been used to specify the schematic information in a few implemented deductive database systems such as LDL, and such information cannot be queried, let alone by using a logic-based language.
Prolog actually combines first-order logic, higher-order constructs, and meta-level programming in one working system, so that generic predicates such as transitive closure and sorting can be defined, predicates can be passed as parameters and returned as values, and predicates and rules can be queried. Unfortunately, the semantics of Prolog is based on first-order logic, which does not have the wherewithal to support any of these features. Therefore, they have an ad hoc status in logic programming.
In this section, we examine four higher-order languages that can be used to reason about schematic information in deductive databases: HiLog, L 2 , F-logic and ROL. The first two are value oriented, while the last two are object oriented.
HiLog
In first-order logic, predicates and functions have different roles. Predicates are used to construct atoms, while functions are used to construct terms that are embedded in other terms or atoms. Predicate and function symbols have fixed arities. However, it has been shown from Prolog applications that it is very useful to let a symbol be used as both predicate and function with various arities.
HiLog (Higher-order Logic) [Chen et al. 1993] 
The relation p 1 collects the relation names in the database. The relation p 2 collects the department names (relation names) to which joe belongs. The relation p 3 collects the names of employees in the hardware, software and admin relations. The relation p 4 collects the names of employees who are older than Joe. The relation p 5 collects the pair of the names of employees who have the same age but are in different departments. The relation p 6 collects the pair of the names of employees who have the same salary. The relation p 7 collects the names of employees who have the highest salary in their department.
However, we cannot define a relation to collect all relation names in HiLog since we must explicitly deal with the arity of each relation in order to query the relation name, as shown in the first rule in Example 4.2. Furthermore, we cannot query attributes as they are not representable in HiLog. Therefore, we cannot define in HiLog the two relations relation and structure, as in Example 4.1.
L
2 ] is a higher-order deductive database language based on LDL. The problems discussed above are solved by introducing attributes into tuples and redefining the database as a tuple. where hardware, software and admin are attribute names that function as predicates or relation names of the database tuple db, and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are corresponding relations, each of which is a set of tuples of the form ͑name : ..., age : ..., salary : ...͒. A specific attribute value joe in the relation hardware can be referenced with .hardware͑.name ϭ joe͒. Besides ϭ, we can also use , Ͻ, Յ, Ͼ, and Ն.
In L 2 , each relation has an ordering of attributes in the tuples, so that attributes can be omitted according to this ordering. We can use variables for attribute names (relation names) and we need not deal with their arity.
Example 4.4 Based on the database in Example 4.3, we can define the following relations with higher-order queries:
.p 1 ͑R͒ :-.R .p 2 ͑R͒ :-.R͑.name ϭ joe͒ A novel feature of L 2 is the introduction of replacement semantics as a solution to higher-order unification. In bottom-up evaluation of rules in deductive databases, general unification is not needed. Instead, only matching is used; that is, only one of the two terms contains variables. The higher-order variables in L 2 are limited to range over database attributes. A rule with higherorder variables can be rewritten by replacing the variables with attributes. The rewritten rules are in first-order logic and their meaning is well defined. Since the number of database attributes must be finite, the language is decidable. This approach is a natural and simple way towards the integration of the definition and manipulation of schema and data.
However, L 2 does not have a notion of schema. In the database in Example 4.3, if one of the relations r 1 , r 2 , r 3 is empty, then we have no structural information such as name, age, and salary. Furthermore, it is not required that tuples in a relation have the same form. For example, r 1 can contain two tuples: ͑name : joe, age : 30, salary : 30K͒ and ͑name : sam, wife : pam͒. Therefore, the last two rules in Example 4.4 are not really meaningful in this case.
F-logic
In pure object-oriented databases, we have classes instead of relations. A class denotes a set of objects that have common attributes and prescribes the attributes applicable to their instances. Classes are organized into a subclass hierarchy such that the prescribed attributes of superclasses can be inherited by the subclasses.
A natural question for object-oriented databases is how to reason about the subclass hierarchy, attribute information of classes, and class and attribute information of objects. F-logic is the first object-oriented deductive language that supports reasoning about class and attribute information.
Example 4.5
The following is a portion of an F-logic program based on the database discussed in Example 4.1. It has classes and subclass definitions and part of the objects. . . .
Unlike L 2 , we can define attribute information for classes in F-logic. Even though we have no instances in the class, the attribute information remains.
As discussed in Section 3, classes and attributes are also objects in F-logic. They differ from other objects in their occurrences in special places. Therefore, we can use variables for the places of classes and attributes and reason about class and attribute information in Flogic.
Example 4.6 For the F-logic program in Example 4.5, we can use the following rules with higher-order queries to collect all classes, all attributes of the class hardware, all attributes of each class, and all instances of each class in F-logic:
As shown in the above example, it is cumbersome to query all classes in Flogic. The reason is that F-logic does not distinguish between ordinary objects and classes. As a result, we have to query all possible places for classes. The use of two kinds of arrows is somewhat burdensome, too. Similarly, it is also cumbersome to query all immediate subclasses, superclasses, and immediate instances of a class in F-logic. For example, the following rules show how to collect all immediate subclasses
ROL
ROL [Liu 1996; 1998a] is another language that supports reasoning about subclass hierarchy, attribute information of classes, and class and attribute information of objects. It has a clear notion of schema and allows class and attribute variables in rules. The semantics of higher-order features of ROL is based on replacement semantics of L 2 so that the language is still decidable. In ROL, the user explicitly defines immediate subclasses and primary class membership using the symbols "isa" and ":", respectively, based on which general subclasses and class membership can be derived using the symbols "isa‫"ء‬ and ‫,"ء:"‬ respectively.
Example 4.8 Consider the following ROL rules with higher-order queries based on the ROL program in Example 4.7:
The first five rules are the ROL versions of the F-logic rules in Example 4.6. The next four collect all immediate subclasses, all nonimmediate subclasses, all immediate instances and all nonimmediate instances of of each class, respectively. The last rule finds the employees who have the highest salary in their department.
As discussed in Section 3, ROL's functor classes can be used as relations. However, the higher-order mechanism used in ROL only allows us to query the relation schema and it is impossible to query just the attributes in the relations. In addition, the non-immediate and immediate features are cumbersome.
UPDATES
Like a relational database, a deductive database also undergoes updates to absorb new information. In the past decade, various methods to incorporate update constructs into logic-based languages have been proposed [Abiteboul 1988; Abiteboul and Vianu 1991; Bonner and Kifer 1994; Bry 1990; Chen 1997; de Maindreville and Simon 1988; Kakas and Mancarella 1990; Kowalski 1992; Manchanda 1989; Montesi et al. 1997; Naqvi and Krishnamurthy 1988; Naish et al. 1987; Reiter 1995; Wichert and Freitag 1997] . Indeed, modeling updates in logic-based languages is still the subject of substantial current research.
The important issues related to updates from a deductive database point of view are:
(1) extensional and intensional database updates,
(2) nondeterministic updates, (3) bulk or set-oriented updates, (4) conditional updates.
In this section, we discuss four families of deductive languages that support updates, Prolog, DLP and its extension, DatalogA and LDL, and Transaction Logic, and show how they deal with the above issues.
Prolog
In Prolog, the basic update primitives are assert and retract. Assert is used to insert a single fact or rule into the database. It always succeeds initially and fails when the computation backtracks. Facts and rules can be deleted from the database in Prolog by using retract. Initially, retract deletes the first clause in the database that unifies with the argument of retract. On backtracking, the next matching clause is removed. It fails when there are no remaining matching clauses. Therefore, both extensional and intensional databases can be updated with Prolog. In order to give every employee a 10% salary increase, we can issue a query ?-raise͑0.1͒. If there are still employees in the database, the second will nondeterministically delete an employee, call the query ?-raise͑0.1͒ recursively, and then insert the employee with a new salary. In this way, the salary of each employee can be increased.
Unfortunately, the semantics of assert and retract is not well defined in Prolog. The exact effect of calling code containing assert and retract is often difficult to predict. The resulting database update relies only on the operational semantics of Prolog, rather than just the declarative semantics. The order of execution of subgoals is as important as the logical content of the goal. For the rules in Examples 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, changing the order of emph assert or retract in the body of the rules may yield different results. Many distributed Prolog systems have versions of retract with bugs or strange behavior (sometimes called "features"). In an external or distrib-
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• 51 uted database system, the problems with assert and retract become much more severe. Multiuser access creates even more difficulties. In addition, the tuple-at-a-time, backtracking-based update mechanism of Prolog is not suitable for deductive databases. The following example shows another problem with conditional updates in Prolog.
Example 5.5 Let employee be as in Example 5.1 and avg Ϫ sal an intensional relation based on employee that gives the average salary of employees in each department. Consider the following Prolog rule:
The intention here is to hire an employee only if the average salary in the department stays below 50K after hiring. However, in Prolog, if the average salary after hiring Bob is greater than 50K, Bob has still been hired, since Prolog does not undo updates during backtracking.
DLP and Its Extension
The notion of states is inherent in any notion of updates. A state in Datalog is a set of base and derived relations. Updates cause transitions from a state through a state space, thereby changing the database. Dynamic logic [Harel 1979 
To withdraw $30 from the account a123, we can use an update query ?-͗withdraw͑a123,30͒͘.
As in Prolog, a top-down, tuple-ata-time, backtracking-based inference mechanism is used in DLP for both updates and queries. However, unlike Prolog, it undoes updates during backtracking. If a course DB has two sections, the query ? Ϫ enroll͑joe, db͒ inserts Joe into one section and then checks if it is full. If so, it backtracks, undoes the insertion, and tries another section. Therefore, if neither section is full, Joe will be enrolled nondeterministically in a section.
As an update query in DLP contains a query part that must be evaluated true, we can express conditions that completed updates must satisfy. For example, the conditional updates in Example 5.4 can be represented as follows:
Given a query ? Ϫ ͗hire͑bob, toy, 15K͒͘, if the average salary after hiring Bob is greater than 50K, then Avg Յ 50K will fail. Therefore, the whole query will fail and the update will be undone without leaving a residue in the database.
As in Prolog, the bulk updates in Example 5.5 must be represented in DLP by recursive update rules as follows: Then evaluate the relation denoted by raise_employee2 in the current database; project out the first attribute (corresponding to X) from this relation; replace the current instance of employee with this projection.
DatalogA and LDL
DatalogA (Datalog with Actions) The choice operator here guarantees that only one section of the course is selected for insertion. The dynamic logic interpretation of updates in DatalogA and LDL provides a semantics to updates that is consonant with the operational meanings of the update predicates. However, this semantics is rather tricky.
Transaction Logic
The notion of transaction is essential for database operations. It was first introduced into Prolog informally in Naish et al. [1987] . Its use in logic programming was then formalized in Transaction Logic T . T is an extension of first-order logic, both syntactically and semantically. Not only the extensional database but also the intensional database can be updated in T . Unlike other approaches, the main novel feature of T is that it has a natural model theory and a sound and complete proof theory.
In As in DLP and DatalogA, if the average salary after hiring an employee is greater than 50K, the whole query will fail without leaving a residue in the database.
In order to support bulk updates, T uses relational assignment as in relational databases, in the same spirit as the extension of DLP discussed in Section 5.2. For example, the following rules in T can be used to give every employee a 10% salary increase. Given a query ?Ϫ raise, the new contents of the employee relation are computed by the first rule and are held in the relation employee2. Then the relational assignment ͓employee :ϭ employee2͔ in the second rule assigns the new contents into the relation employee. Unfortunately, the relational assignment cannot pass arguments. Therefore, we cannot define the rule in Example 5.4 that gives every employee an X% salary increase in T .
CONCLUSION
Approaches to deductive databases are torn by two opposing forces. On one side there are the stringent real-world requirements of actual databases. The requirements include efficient processing as well as the ability to express complex and subtle real-world relationships. On the other side are the simple and clear semantics of logic programming and its inference capabilities. The need for expressiveness has forced deductive database languages away from their simple roots in logic programming and the relational data model.
In this paper, we have discussed the problems with the standard deductive database language Datalog (with negation) from four different aspects: complex values, object orientation, higherorderness and updates. In each case, we have examined four typical solutions.
There are three important areas that we have not discussed here, since little has been published to date. One is that none of the deductive database languages are computationally complete so not all programming tasks can be performed in a single framework. The second is that none of the deductive database languages support unknown/null values, which are common in database applications. Indeed, it is not clear how to derive information with rules when there are null values in the database. Finally, most object-oriented deductive languages are only structurally objectoriented, since methods and encapsulation, two important features of object orientation, are not properly supported. In Bertino and Montesi [1992] , encapsulation is addressed in an object-oriented deductive framework, but the semantics is not defined.
We expect that a few more expressive deductive database languages will be developed that incorporate various important features to solve the problems discussed here. In the mean time, various implementation techniques will be investigated. Powerful deductive database systems will eventually be delivered to the database market to extend database applications further.
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